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Challenges in Physics

Confinement QCD
§  QCD confinement and its 

relationship to the dynamical chiral 
symmetry breaking 
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New physics beyond the Standard 
Model (SM)   
§  Dark matter and dark energy
§  New sources of CP violation 

    “As far as I see, all priori statements in physics have their 
origin in symmetry”.         By  H. Weyl
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 QCD Symmetries and Light Mesons

)1()1()3()3( BARL UUSUSU ×××

q  QCD Lagrangian in Chiral limit (mq→0) is invariant under:

q  UA(1) is explicitly broken:
     (Chiral anomalies) 

Ø  Γ(π0→γγ), Γ(η→γγ), Γ(ηʹ′→γγ)
Ø  Mass of η0

q  Chiral symmetry SUL(3)xSUR(3) 
spontaneously breaks to SU(3)
Ø  8 Goldstone Bosons (GB)

q  SUL(3)xSUR(3) and SU(3) are 
explicitly broken: 
Ø  GB are massive
Ø  Mixing of π0, η, ηʹ′

The π0, η, ηʹ′ system provides a rich laboratory to study the 
symmetry structure of QCD at low energies.



 Primakoff Program at Jlab 6 & 12 GeV

     Precision measurements of 
electromagnetic properties of 
π0, η, ηʹ′ via Primakoff effect.

 
a)  Two-Photon Decay Widths: 

1)  Γ(π0→γγ) @ 6 GeV
2)  Γ(η→γγ) 
3)  Γ(ηʹ′→γγ)

 
b)   Transition Form Factors at low 

         Q2 (0.001-0.5 GeV2/c2):  
F(γγ*→ π0), F(γγ* →η), F(γγ* →ηʹ′)

Input to Physics:
Ø  precision tests of Chiral
    symmetry and anomalies
Ø  determination of light quark 
    mass ratio
Ø  η-ηʹ′ mixing angle

Input to Physics:
Ø  π0,η and ηʹ′ electromagnetic
     interaction radii
Ø  is the ηʹ′ an approximate 
    Goldstone boson?
Ø  inputs to (g-2)μ(HLbL) calculations
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Axial Anomaly Determines π0 Lifetime
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u   π0→γγ decay proceeds primarily via the chiral anomaly in  QCD.
u   The chiral anomaly prediction is exact for massless quarks:
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u   π0→γγ decay proceeds primarily via the chiral anomaly in  QCD.
u   The chiral anomaly prediction is exact for massless quarks:

Ø  Corrections to the chiral anomaly prediction:
Calculations in NLO ChPT:

q Γ(π0→γγ) = 8.10eV ± 1.0%
    (J. Goity, et al. Phys. Rev. D66:076014, 2002)
q Γ(π0→γγ) = 8.06eV ± 1.0%
    (B. Ananthanarayan et al. JHEP 05:052, 2002)

Calculations in NNLO SU(2) ChPT:
q Γ(π0→γγ) = 8.09eV ± 1.3%
    (K. Kampf et al. Phys. Rev. D79:076005, 2009)

Ø   Calculations in QCD sum rule:
q Γ(π0→γγ) = 7.93eV ± 1.5%
 (B.L. Ioffe, et al. Phys. Lett. B647, p. 389, 2007)

u  Γ(π0→γγ) is one of the few quantities in confinement region that QCD can 
calculate precisely at ~1% level to higher orders! 
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Primakoff Method
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Primakoff Method
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Challenge: Extract the Primakoff amplitude

12C target  

Primakoff  Nucl. Coherent 

Interference  
Nucl. Incoh.  

Requirement:
Ø  Photon flux
Ø  Beam energy

Ø  π0 production angle resolution

Ø  Compact nuclear target       

Features of Primakoff cross section:
•  Peaked at very small forward angle:

•  Beam energy sensitive:

•  Coherent process
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PrimEx Experimental Setup in Hall B
q  JLab Hall B high resolution,
   high  intensity photon tagging
   facility

q  New pair spectrometer for
    photon flux control at high
    beam intensities 
               1% accuracy has been achieved

q  New high resolution hybrid 
    multi-channel  calorimeter
    (HyCal)

15 



The First Experiment: PrimEx-I (2004) 
 Theoretical angular distributions smeared with experimental    
resolutions are fit to the data on two nuclear targets to extract 
Γ(π0→γγ) 
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PrimEx-I  Result
 

PRL 106, 162303 (2011)

Γ(π0→γγ) = 7.82±0.14(stat)±0.17(syst) eV 
2.8% total uncertainty 
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PrimEx-I improved the precision of PDG average by more than a factor of two



PrimEx-I  Result
 

PRL 106, 162303 (2011)

Γ(π0→γγ) = 7.82±0.14(stat)±0.17(syst) eV 
2.8% total uncertainty 
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PrimeX-II (Preliminary)  

Γ(π0→γγ) = 7.74 ± 0.06(stat.) ± 0.12(syst.) eV    
1.7% total uncertainty 

Data in blue PDG 2014 

 Preliminary PrimEx-II Result
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Measurement of Γ(η→γγ)  in Hall D at 12 GeV

Ø  Incoherent tagged photon beam (~10.5-11.5 GeV)
Ø  Pair spectrometer  and a TAC detector for the photon flux control
Ø  30 cm liquid Hydrogen and 4He targets (~3.6% r.l.)
Ø  Forward Calorimeter (FCAL) for η→γγ decay photons
Ø  CompCal and FCAL to measure well-known Compton scattering for control 
   of overall systematic uncertainties.
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Impact of Γ(η→γγ) Measurement
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2.   Extract η-ηʹ′ mixing angle:

3.   Determine light quark mass ratio: 

H. Leutwyler Phys. Lett., B378, 313 (1996)

1.  Improve all decay widths in 
    η-sector 
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Transition Form Factors F(γγ*→p)  
(Q2 : 0.001-0.5 GeV2/c2)

•  Direct measurement of slopes 

–  Interaction radii: 
Fγγ*P(Q2)≈1-1/6▪<r2>PQ2 

–  ChPT for large Nc predicts relation 
between the three slopes. Extraction of 
Ο(p6) low-energy constant in the chiral 
Lagrangian

•  Input for hadronic light-by-light 
calculations in muon (g-2) 

22 
 Phys.Rev.D65,073034

F(γγ*→ η)  
 

 Eur.Phys.J. C75, 414 (2015)

No data 
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 JEF experiment in Hall D 

Simultaneously measure η/η’  decays:  η→π0γγ, η→3γ, and … 
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u  η produced on LH2 target with 8.4-11.7 GeV tagged photon beam: 
      γ+p → η/η’ +p 
u  Reduce non-coplanar backgrounds by detecting recoil protons 

with GlueX detector

u  Upgraded Forward Calorimeter with High resolution, high granularity 
     PWO insertion (FCAL-II)  to detect multi-photons from the η/η’  decays

FCAL-II 30 cm

Y

X

FCAL view from downstream looking upstream

30 cm

Y

X

FCAL view from downstream looking upstream

FIG. 4: Hybrid calorimeter in the simulation showing a sample ⌘ ! ⇡0�� event.

a shower threshold of at least 100 MeV). The reconstructed energy balance and co-planarity

between the proton and the four photons from the decay of the ⌘ are shown in Fig. 7.

Events for which |�E| < 0.44 GeV and for which �� is within ±5� of 180� are accepted for

further analysis. Events with showers within the inner “ring” of blocks around the beam

hole were excluded. Most of the photons end up in the FCAL, as shown in Fig. 8. The

showers in the BCAL tend to correspond to lower-energy photons that have poor energy

resolution; some photons head toward the gap between the FCAL and the BCAL where

28
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Tagged η and η’ Production Rates  
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η  η’  
Tagged mesons 6.5x107 4.9x107 

JEF for 100 days of beam:

Previous Experiments:

Experiment Total η Total η’  
CB at AGS 107 -
CB MAMI-B 2x107 -
CB MAMI-C 6x107 -
WASA-COSY ~109 -
KLOE 108 5x105

BESIII 106 6x106

JEF offers a competitive η/η’ factory 



Unique of JEF Experiment 
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JEF: γp→ηp (Eγ=8.4-11.7 GeV)A2 at MAMI: γp→ηp (Eγ=1.5 GeV)
(P.R. C90, 025206)

η →π0π0π0 

1.  Highly suppressed background with:
       a) η/η’ energy boost;  b) FCAL-II; c) exclusive detections 
  

2. Simultaneously  produce η and η’  with similar rates        

3. Capability of running in parallel with GlueX and other experiments
     in Hall D          potential for high statistics 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FIG. 12: Four photon invariant mass distributions for the signal ⌘ ! ⇡0�� events (blue solid

curves), ⌘ ! 3⇡0 background (dash-dotted curves), and other hadronic backgrounds predicted by

PYTHIA (red dashed curves). The black solid curves correspond to the sum of the signal and

backgrounds. All yields are normalized to 1 day of taking data with GlueX at high luminosity.

(top left) N
�

(insert) > 0; (top right) N
�

(insert) > 1; (bottom left) N
�

(insert) > 2; (bottom

right) N
�

(insert) > 3.

peak (E
�

= 8.4–9.0 GeV) and is 7.3% above the coherent peak (E
�

= 9.0–11.7 GeV).

The backgrounds due to mis-matching of the incident photon are manageable and can be

subtracted by using out-of-time side bands for the data analysis. We will use the beam

energy of 8.4–11.7 GeV for the ⌘(0) decay measurement.
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Signal+backgrounds
η→π0γγ 
η →π0π0π0

other backgroundsother backgrounds



 η is a unique probe for QCD and BSM physics

u   All its possible strong and EM decays are forbidden in the lowest order so 
that  η has narrow decay width (Γη =1.3KeV compared to Γω=8.5 MeV) 

 Enhance  the higher order contributions (by a factor of ~7000
 compared to ω decays). Sensitive to weakly interacting forces.

u   A Goldstone boson due to  spontaneous breaking of 
     QCD chiral symmetry
              η is one of key mesons bridging our 
              understanding of low-energy hadron dynamics
              and underlying QCD  
             

u   Eigenstate of P, C, CP, and G: 
         tests for C, CP 
         

G PCI J =0 0+ −+

u  All its additive quantum numbers are zero and its decays are 
      flavor-conserving
               effectively free of SM backgrounds for new physics search. 

26 
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     Overview of JEF Physics 
Main physics goals:

i.  Search for sub-GeV   
gauge bosons:  a 
leptophobic vector B’ 
and an electrophobic 
scalar Φ’

ii.  Directly constrain CVPC 
new physics

iii.  Probe interplay of VMD 
& scalar resonances in 
ChPT to calculate  LEC’s 
in the chiral Lagrangian

iv.  Improve the quark mass 
ratio via η→3π

 

momentum conservation [3]. This enhances the relative importance of higher order contributions,
making η decays a sensitive hadronic probe for searching for rare processes or testing discrete
symmetries.

We propose to test low-energy QCD and search for new physics Beyond Standard Model (BSM)
in η decays using newly developed high energy photon tagging facility and the GlueX detector in
Hall D. Table 1 summarizes various η decays in the scope of this proposal. The data for the SM
allowed decay channels have already been collecting in parallel to the GlueX runs since 2015. The
proposed upgraded Forward Calorimeter (FCAL-II) will permit improved limits by 1–2 orders of
magnitude for other rare or SM forbidden channels leading to all-neutral final states.

Mode Branching Ratio Physics Highlight Photons

priority:
γ + B′ beyond SM leptophobic vector boson 4
π0 + φ′ beyond SM electrophobic scalar boson 4
π02γ (2.7 ± 0.5) × 10−4 χPTh at O(p6) 4
3π0 (32.6 ± 0.2)% mu − md 6

π+π−π0 (22.7 ± 0.3)% mu − md, CV 2
3γ < 1.6 × 10−5 CV, CPV 3

ancillary:
4γ < 2.8 × 10−4 < 10−11[4] 4
2π0 < 3.5 × 10−4 CPV, PV 4
2π0γ < 5 × 10−4 CV, CPV 5
3π0γ < 6 × 10−5 CV, CPV 6
4π0 < 6.9 × 10−7 CPV, PV 8
π0γ < 9 × 10−5 CV, 3

Ang. Mom. viol.
normalization:

2γ (39.3 ± 0.2)% anomaly, η-η′ mixing
E12-10-011 2

Table 1: The η decays highlighted in this proposal, plus related ancillary channels [5]. The η →

2γ will be measured in an approved Primakoff experiment (E12-10-011) that is currently under
preparation in Hall D.

In 2014, we submitted an earlier version of this present proposal in title of “Eta Decays with
Emphasis on Rare Neutral Modes: The JLab Eta Factory (JEF) Experiment” (PR12-14-004)[1]
with following main physics goals: (i) a search for a leptophobic dark gauge boson coupling to
baryon number with a mass between π0 and η to improve the existing bounds on the baryonic fine
structure constant αB by two orders of magnitude; (ii) a search for the C violating and P conserving
η decays with an order of magnitude improvement over current branching ratio upper limits; (iii)
a determination of two low energy constants entering chiral perturbation theory at order of O(p6)
from η → π0γγ decay, and with sufficient precision in the Dalitz distribution to explore the role
of scalar meson dynamics in this channel for the first time,; and (iv) a clean determination of the
light quark mass ratio Q ≡ (m2

s − m̂2)/(m2
d − m2

u) with m̂ ≡ (mu + md)/2 from η → 3π decays.
The original proposal was conditionally approved by PAC42 with following recommendations:

“The PAC understands the very strong scientific interest of performing new measurements of
rare η decays with improved sensitivity to test the SM. In particular, the PAC sees the determination

2



Key Channel: η→π0γγ  

v  Search for sub-GeV gauge bosons 
•  A leptophobic vector B’:
    η→γB’, B’ →π0γ

•  An electrophobic scalar Φ’: 
     η→π0Φ’, Φ’→γγ

                   A 100 keV-100 MeV 
                   electrophobic scalar can
                   solve proton radius and
                   (g-2)μ  puzzles. 
           PRL 117,101801 (2016); PL B740,61(2015)
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Standard Model:
Dark Sector:

Gauge Interactions?
Dark matter?

14

How to look for dark sectors?

SU(3)XSU(2)XU(1)

Standard Model:

+ 3 generations of 
matter

Dark Sector:

Gauge Interactions?

Matter?

14Sunday, 29 January, 17

Portal:   
vector
scalar

fermion  

κBµνVµν

ξLHN
H +H (εS +λS2 )

(n = 4)

1.  New physics:

2.  Confinement QCD:
v  A rare window to probe interplay of 

VMD & scalar resonance in ChPT  
via the shape of Dalitz distribution

SU(3)× SU(2)×U(1)

 
PR,D89,114008 



JEF Experimental Reach for B’  

29 

100 days’ beam

Meson decay η→ B’γ →π0γγ 
B’ 

γ  

PL, B221, 80 (1989)
PR,D89,114008 

Striking signature for B-boson in η→π0γγ 
!  B production:   A.E. Nelson, N. Tetradis, Phys. Lett., B221, 80 (1989) 

!  B decays: 

 
 

 

 
!                                               highly suppressed SM background  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  

7 

B→π0γ in 140-620 MeV mass range 

S. Tulin, Phys.Rev., D89, 
14008 (2014)  

Γ(η→ π 0γγ ) ~ 0.3eV

η→γB→γ+π0γ 
  
Search for a resonance   
peak of π0γ  for  
mB ~140-550 MeV 



Impact of the SM allowed  η→π0γγ measurement 
A rare window to probe interplay of VMD & scalar resonances in 
ChPT to calculate O(p6)  LEC’s in the chiral Lagrangian
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u The major contributions to η →π0γγ are two O(p6)  counter-terms in the
    chiral Lagrangian       an unique test for high order ChPT. 

L. Ametller, J, Bijnens, and F. Cornet, Phys. Lett., B276,  185 (1992) 

ρ, ω 
a0, a2 

 
u   Shape of Dalitz distribution is sensitive to the role of scalar resonances.
    

LEC’s are dominated by resonances
 

Gasser, Leutwyler 84; Ecler, Gasser, Pich, de Rafael1989; 
Donoghue, Ramirez, Valencia 1989
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χPTh by Oset  et al., Phys. Rev. D77, 073001

Projected JEF on SM Allowed η→π0γγ

We measure both BR and Dalitz distribution    
u model-independent determination of two LEC’s of the O(p6) counter- terms
u probe the role of scalar resonances to calculate other unknown  O(p6) LEC’s

J.N. Ng and D.J. Peters, Phys. Rev. D47, 4939

J. Bijnens, talk at AFCI workshop 

(100 days’ beam)



Charge Conjugation Invariance Test

u  Maximally violated in the weak force 
and is well tested.

u  Assumed in SM for electromagnetic 
and strong forces, but it is not 
experimentally well tested  

    (current constraint: Λ≥ 1 GeV)

u  EDMs place no constraint on CVPC in 
the presence of a conspiracy or new 
symmetry; only the  direct searches 
are unambiguous.   

    M. Ramsey-Musolf, phys. Rev., D63, 076007 
(2001);  talk at the AFCI workshop 
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Mode Branching Ratio 
(upper limit)

No. γ’s

3γ < 1.6•10-5

3                       
π0γ < 9•10-5

2π0γ < 5•10-4

5                       3γπ0 Nothing published

3π0γ < 6•10-5

7                        
3γ2π0 

 
Nothing published

C Violating η  neutral decays 
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Experimental Improvement on η→3γ

u  SM contribution: 
    BR(η→3γ) <10-19 via P-violating
    weak interaction.

u  A new C- and T-violating, and 
    P-conserving interaction was 
    proposed by Bernstein, Feinberg
    and Lee  
     Phys. Rev.,139, B1650 (1965)

u   A calculation due to such new 
     physics by Tarasov suggests: 
     BR(η→3γ)< 10-2  

      Sov.J.Nucl.Phys.,5,445 (1967)

 

Proj. JEF

Improve BR upper limit by one 
order of magnitude to directly 
tighten the constraint on CVPC 
new physics

(100 days’ beam)
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Measure Dalitz Distribution of 𝜂→3π 

Exp. 3π0 Events 
(106)

π+ π- π0 

Events 
(106)

Total world data
(include prel. WASA 

and prel. KLOE)

6.5 6.0

GlueX/JEF
+PrimEx-η

20 19.6

u  Existing data from the low energy
    facilities are sensitive to the detection 
    threshold effects
 
u  JEF at high energy has uniform detection 
      efficiency over Dalitz phase space

u  JEF will offer large statistics and improved 
systematics

KLOE
JHEP 0805 (2008) 0066

JEF/GlueX
x 

y 



Summary
  
q  A comprehensive Primakoff program has been developed at JLab to 

measure Γ(p →γγ) and F(γγ*→p) of π0, η and ηʹ′. These results will 
provide rich data sets to test the  fundamental symmetries  of QCD at 
low energy.
Ø   tests of chiral symmetry and anomalies
Ø   light quark mass ratio
Ø   η-ηʹ′ mixing angle
Ø  π0,η and ηʹ′ electromagnetic interaction radii
Ø  inputs for aμ(HLbL) calculations

q  12 GeV tagged photon beam with GlueX setup offers a unique η/ηʹ′  
facility with two orders of magnitude in background reduction in the 
neutral rare decays compared to other facilities in the world.
Ø  Search for sub-GeV  gauge bosons: 
     a leptophobic vector Bʹ′ and an electrophobic scalar Φʹ′ 
Ø  Directly constrain CVPC  new physics 
Ø  Test the role of scalar dynamics in ChPT 
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Verification of Overall Systematical Uncertainties

4.9 5.0 5.1 5.2 5.3 5.4 5.5
Energy	  (GeV)

0.055

0.060

0.065

0.070

0.075

0.080

0.085

Systematic	  Uncertainty

P	  	  R	  	  E	  	  L	  	  I	  	  M	  	  I	  	  N	  	  A	  	  R	  	  Y

Uncertainties:
Statistical
Systematic

Compton	  Forward	  Cross	  Section

Klein-‐Nishina
Primex	  Compton	  Data

q  γ + e → γ +e  Compton 
    cross section measurement

q  e+e- pair-production cross
    section measurement:

Systematic uncertainties on cross section are controlled under 1.3%
37 

Experiment/Theory = 1.0004 
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 Experimental Challenges for Γ(η→γγ)  
η 

θPr peak
∝
m2

2E 2    θNC peak
∝

2
E •A1/3

Ø  larger momentum transfer 
(coherency, form factors, FSI,
…)

    
Ø  η mass is a factor of 4 larger

Ø  smaller cross section

Ø  larger overlap between 
    Primakoff and hadronic
    processes

Compared to π0: 

dσ Pr

dΩ peak

∝
E 4

m3 1.  Higher beam 
energy

2.  Light targets 
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Advantage of Light Targets
Low A targets to control: 

•  Coherency: compact nucleus

•  Separate background

•  Well known form factors 
             

 Hydrogen:
•  No inelastic hadronic contribution
•   No nuclear final state interactions

  4He:
•  Higher Primakoff cross section:
 

2
Pr Zσ ∝

θPr peak
∝
m2

2E 2          θNC peak
∝

2
E •A1/3



“Vector Portal” to Dark Sector

40 

1.  Dark photon A’  
−
1
2
εFµνF

µν

' Kinetic mixing and U(1)’ 

2.  Leptophobic B’ (dark ω, γB , or Z’):
1
3
gBqγ

µqBµ Gauged baryon symmetry U(1)B

 
 

 T.D. Lee and C.N. Yang, Phys.Rev.,98, 1501 (1955)

Most A’ searches look 
for A’→l+l-, relying on the 
leptonic coupling of new 

force

❏ Searching for a new boson with coupling to quarks 

❏ Vector portal to Dark Sector 

❏ Direct photoproduction search 

B boson 

7
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Ø  mB<mπ is strongly constrained by long-
range forces searches; the mB>50 GeV  
has been investigated by the collider 
experiments. 

Ø  GeV-scale domain is nearly untouched,            
a discovery opportunity!
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